Chinese and Western Combinations
Virgo (Rooster) Month
Combination with Dog Year:
"Study” Mercury, Earth, Mutable
"Concerned" Yin-Positive Metal
Characteristics: Righteousness, Tastelessness,
Intelligence,
Morality,
Self-Meticulousness,
Heroism, Respectability, Unsociability, Service,
Discrimination, Crankiness, Decorum, Duty,
Reserve, Cynicism, Uneasiness, Negativism,
Practicality, Courtesy, Snobbery, Criticism, NitPicking, Lucidity, Constancy

The Virgo-Dog may seem moody and grouchy frequently, but that is not the nature of this
combination. The soul and perhaps the inspiration too, of this person can be seen on their
countenance. Look at the face carefully and there is a deep kindness and concern. One can forget
what appears to be class and erudition. What one sees in a casual glace is a mask and not the real
person. The Virgo-Dog is two people, but not in the way the Gemini is. This combination has the
external and visible side of their being and the internal side. The latter is the real one and the one that
matters. When help is needed this combination is there, especially for those they care about, but for
society at large too. If a person needs a shoulder to cry on or an ear to hear one’s troubles, the VirgoDog is the choice. They are not the bubbliest people on earth and they may not have a reputation as a
do-gooder. This combination is also very family-oriented and they take good care of those they love.
They also enjoy sharing time with them. Inside this combination though, is a person who really cares.
While the Virgo-Dog may not be a human calculating machine, they will need a big calculator to add
up the sums of money they will likely make. The likelihood of this comes for one place and that is hard
work. Few can outwork this combination. While generous, they do watch their finances and silly
money-making schemes are not for them.
Romance: This combination does have that external moodiness that shows itself from time to time,
but they are honorable. To keep things smooth on the domestic front, a partner of this combination
would be advised to inject loads of humor into things. Virgo-Dogs are not desperate for love. They
probably do not frequent dating websites and if they do their profile is modest. They are not seekers of
attention. They do want to marry, but if they do, a life without drama, lots of quiet and humor is what
works for them.
Relationships: For this combination poor choices are Scorpio and Capricorn-Horses for compatibility.
Additional combinations to avoid are Gemini, Sagittarius and Pisces-Rams. To be strictly avoided are
Sagittarius or Pisces-Dragons. Top romantic choices for the Virgo-Dog are Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio
and Capricorn people. Among these the best are Taurus, Scorpio and Capricorn-Tigers. Also good
are Cancer, Capricorn and Scorpio-Rabbits.
Family Life: In terms of style, the home is somewhat plain but attractive. It works well. Just like the
Virgo-Dog, one needs to look below the surface. Underneath the starkness there is a light of kindness
that loved ones cannot miss. The pride of home ownership for the Virgo-Dog stems from a deep
connection to the home. That connection is related to the fact that they built it themselves,; at least in
some sense of that phrase. They worked hard and they endured to make it a reality.

Likelihood: The only problem they seem to encounter at work is sometimes not following things
through to completion. The astute boss will notice that this is because the Virgo-Dog is helping his coworkers who are either inept at something or just downright lazy. Caution in the area of overworking is
recommended for this combination. Virgo-Dogs are responsible workers. In fact, they are
exceptionally and beyond the call of duty responsible. Their aptitudes run in the direction of projects
requiring meticulous work and problem solving. This might make them good in mechanically oriented
professions.
Famous Virgo/Dogs: Rene Levesque, Kate Millet, Sophia Loren, Barry Gibb, Michael Jackson, JeanLouis Barrault.

